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Speech by President Isabel Larson, 2022 Annual Meeting  

Dear Members, 

I am honored to have been elected for a second term as President of the Association of Retirees. 
In this new period and as I have been doing up to the present, I will try to interpret and give voice 
to the needs of all retirees with effective representation in the preservation of your rights. 

In the two years that culminate with this Meeting, the members of the Board of Directors dedicated 
us first to studying the needs to leave a modern, active Association that complies with the legal 
and administrative requirements demanded by a non-profit organization like ours.  

At the same time, the activities of the Association have been extended to topics such as 
contributing and assisting our Chapters to donate funds for the treatment of COVID, the total 
activation, study and Approval of the policies, Regulations and best practices that govern the 
Association and the recomposition of our website, to give better and easier access to necessary 
information, the implementation of the new information system through monthly Newsletter in 
order to provide up-to-date news about our activities and the immediate publication of the Minutes 
of the Board meetings for a better understanding of the activities of the different committees and 
their agendas. 

These are some of the important topics that we have discussed and that will require careful 
monitoring in the future. 

Recently, the Association of Retirees has received questions through different means about our 
benefits, their operation and financial health.  

It is important to recognize the interest that the participants are expressing about the Medical Plan 
and about possible modifications to it. They ask us for information on the current and future 
Situation of a benefit that, due to its nature, it is not always possible to anticipate a level of expenses 
that is maintained on a constant basis. 

For this reason, there are several measures that the Bank can consider to avoid possible deficits 
and to maintain the level between expenses and contributions in the long term.  

The work program of the Association’s Medical Insurance Committee has been delayed pending 
long-term studies carried out by the Bank Management. Although the Bank has not yet reported 
on the Implementation of the measures recommended in said Studies, the Association will continue 
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to focus on guaranteeing not only the health of the plan, but also the financial situation and 
considerations of the associates, as well as respect for the health insurance that governs the plan.  

A topic of great interest to all international retirees has been the cost of living adjustment agreed 
by the Bank for the year 2022. 

Upon assuming my mandate as President in 2020, one of my first actions was to create a Pension 
Committee to support the stability of our pensions. Until then, we were concerned about the 
inflationary problem in the member countries, in some cases extremely serious.  

However, and for the first time in many years, the United States has been facing an inflation that, 
although anticipated to be temporary, has already extended to the year 2022 and with predictions 
that it will be difficult to control in the short term.  

The Association’s Pension Committee has worked hard and in constant contact with the 
Retirement Plan Office, so that the rules that dictate the governance of the Retirement Plan are 
currently implemented in order to protect the value of our pensions. The Association of Retirees 
affirms that the existing Policy is not being interpreted correctly, which significantly affects the 
pockets of all retirees, but especially all those almost founders of the Bank whose pensions are 
relatively low.   

But once again, the issue that has been reiterated and expressed as being of great concern to the 
beneficiaries of the different plans is the increasingly growing lack of transparency on the part of 
Bank Management in all areas that are considered to be of common interest both for the beneficiary 
as well as for the Bank. 

When the Bank addressed issues such as Internal policies, procedures and the creation of new 
units, committees, etc. it is understandable and responsible to maintain control and confidentiality 
of the information, which is the Institution’s prerogative.  However, when taxpayers are affected 
by measures without consultation, where they may lose rights over the disposition of their funds 
or over their health care, transparency when considering or approving any change is a duty on the 
part of the Bank towards the active staff or retirees who contribute or contributed to the success of 
the function of the Institution. 

The Board of Directors has been deeply dedicated to promoting and defending the rights of IDB 
retirees. But these tasks must be supported by all the members of the Association, participating in 
the activities, promoting membership to those who do not see the benefit of belonging or who do 
not know us.  

Only with the active participation of all retirees will we be able to fulfill our mandate.  


